English to the imaginative and poetical aspect of English figure paint-plctures in ing. Again, when a collection of English paintings was sent, Paris at the invitation of the French Government, to be shown at the Louvre, there was an over-emphasis on portraits. French painting, in structure, quality and design, in the interpretation of the visible world, is admittedly superior to English objective painting. The more reason for concentrating on that which is peculiar to the English temperament. ] remember Degas saying, before a Daumier hanging in his apartment, 'If Raphael could see a Gerome, he would say, "connu", but before a Daumier, "tiens, c'est intercssant, ja."' So I can imagine Degas saying 'connu' to an English post-Cezanne canvas, but before a Stanley Spencer, 'ticns, c'est amusanr, ja.' When, shortly after the English exhibition at the Louvre, the New English Art Club sent over to Paris a collection of members' works, surprise was shown at the quality of English contemporary painting. My friend and pupil Francis Tailleux told me that the surrealist painters had been looking forward to seeing the work of Burne-jones especially among the English pictures at the Louvre, and were disappointed to find so poor a selection. Joseph Southall told me, too, that his tempera paintings are appreciated in France, more than in England.
I have a great respect for Southall, both as an artist and, a sterling character, one of the few considerable artists who has remained in his native city; Ernest Siclicl at Bradford is another. I doubt whether there arc many in Birmingham who appreciate the fine qualities of Southall's paintings. He offered to design a great civic decoration for the City Hall, but the offer was coldly received. During 1933, an exhibition of his work was organized by the Birmingham Society of Artists, for which he asked me to write a foreword. This I was delighted to do. He wrote gratefully of the success of the venture: My dear William,
Thanks for your last note and good wishes. The result of your powerful championship seems wonderful There is
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